
tiger mom, eagle dad:
Toronto vs shanghai

Are canadian chinese Tiger
Parents Less Competitive ? Nope!

"Can't afford to lose at the starting point."

“Every kid takes extra classes.”

"At least think about Gaokao."

Toronto
97%

shanghai
92%

How many kids participate in EC activities?

A traditional utilitarianist Shanghai 
Tiger parent who is pushing

a competitive kid told us:

3/4 Shanghai Kids Take School Classes after School.3/4 Shanghai Kids Take School Classes after School.

Both Toronto and Shanghai kids go to tutorial
for school class more frequently once they
started school. Nonetheless, this is a norm for
Shanghaiists but not for Torontonians.

The "Exhaustive" 
Shanghaiist Tiger Parents：：

——classes and hobbies,
character and temperament,

Gaokao and SAT,
no child left behind.

How many kids do not go to tutorial session for school class?

Growing up when backpacks get heavier

"Partly because she likes it. Partly for the sake of Gaokao. Partly
because I think girls should have an elegant taste."

"Arts and sports can foster a healthy body                       with
an aesthetic mind. Wish he could find like-minded 
friends in the future. English is for study abroad."

                    "She should mingle with other kids by taking classes.
Plus, a girl must be versatile in different activities. We try to 
   join as much before elemetary school."

“You will have to try everything to figure out“You will have to try everything to figure out
what your kids' true interest is.”what your kids' true interest is.”

“Explore different stuff and focus on“Explore different stuff and focus on
something in the future.”something in the future.”

“Find what they like and what they are good“Find what they like and what they are good
at. Develop self-control and self-discipline.”at. Develop self-control and self-discipline.”

raising KIDS is EXPENSIVE,
ESPECIALLY IN SHANGHAI

How much does EC cost per kid per annum?

Toronto:
$5,603

shanghai:
$6,640

Does age make a difference?

It is Expensive to Raise a Kid in Shanghai.It is Expensive to Raise a Kid in Shanghai.

Does  gender make a difference?

$5,682

$5,485

$7,075

$6,253

1 CAD = 5.16 CNY according to June 19, 2017 real time FX rate

Follow CRASC for the newest update on the Chinese culture group in Canada!Follow CRASC for the newest update on the Chinese culture group in Canada!

How Chinese Parents Manage their Kids' Extra-Curriculum

The "Focused" 
Torontonian Tiger Parents：：

——expand the vision,
explore the possibilities,

develop the expertise.

toronto:
5.1

shanghai:
3.9

Toronto "Tiger Parents" seems to be pushier.Toronto "Tiger Parents" seems to be pushier.

How many ECs does one kid take on average?

are Toronto kids stressed
out ? not necessarily!

44%

39%

34%

25%

64% 59%

52%

30%

29%

29%

In contrast to the "Piano and Math" stereotype, swimming is the favorite for both 
Torontonian and Shanghaiist parents, followed by math, piano, art and dance.

toronto: shanghai:

What are the most popular choices for EC?

3/4 Shanghai Kids Take School Classes after School.3/4 Shanghai Kids Take School Classes after School.

Both Toronto and Shanghai kids go to tutorial
for school class more frequently once they
started school. Nonetheless, this is a norm for
Shanghaiists but not for Torontonians.

The "Exhaustive" 
Shanghaiist Tiger Parents：：

——classes and hobbies,
character and temperament,

Gaokao and SAT,
no child left behind.

Growing up when backpacks get heavier

"Partly because she likes it. Partly for the sake of Gaokao. Partly
because I think girls should have an elegant taste."

"Arts and sports can foster a healthy body                       with
an aesthetic mind. Wish he could find like-minded 
friends in the future. English is for study abroad."

                    "She should mingle with other kids by taking classes.
Plus, a girl must be versatile in different activities. We try to 
   join as much before elemetary school."

“You will have to try everything to figure out“You will have to try everything to figure out
what your kids' true interest is.”what your kids' true interest is.”

“Explore different stuff and focus on“Explore different stuff and focus on
something in the future.”something in the future.”

“Find what they like and what they are good“Find what they like and what they are good
at. Develop self-control and self-discipline.”at. Develop self-control and self-discipline.”

The "Focused" 
Torontonian Tiger Parents：：

——expand the vision,
explore the possibilities,

develop the expertise.

How many kids do not go to tutorial session for school class?

raising KIDS is EXPENSIVE,
ESPECIALLY IN SHANGHAI

How much does EC cost per kid per annum?

Toronto:
$5,603

shanghai:
$6,640

Does age make a difference?

It is Expensive to Raise a Kid in Shanghai.It is Expensive to Raise a Kid in Shanghai.

Does  gender make a difference?

$5,682

$5,485

$7,075

$6,253

1 CAD = 5.16 CNY according to June 19, 2017 real time FX rate

Shanghaiist Tiger parents named a
few expenses:

"We will go bankrupt if ever consider a second child,"We will go bankrupt if ever consider a second child,
no matter a girl or a boy...My anxiety level is honestlyno matter a girl or a boy...My anxiety level is honestly

sky high. We get into a $252/month daycare bysky high. We get into a $252/month daycare by
paying $581 to connection. It was really competitive.paying $581 to connection. It was really competitive.
In addition to school, all the ECs costs us $5872 totalIn addition to school, all the ECs costs us $5872 total
each year. Last month we spent $775 in making aeach year. Last month we spent $775 in making a

connection to let my kid admitted by a kindergarten.connection to let my kid admitted by a kindergarten.
The admittance rate was 120/190.The admittance rate was 120/190.

"Our private tutor has an Econ"Our private tutor has an Econ
degree from U.Washington.degree from U.Washington.

We paid $116/hour althoughWe paid $116/hour although
he teaches only English."he teaches only English."

"All of my kid's private tutors are"All of my kid's private tutors are
native English-speaker. Theirnative English-speaker. Their

hourly wage is $58-$97."hourly wage is $58-$97."

ANY ROOM FOR ACTIVITIES OTHER
THAN PIANO AND MATH? YES!

What are the non-traditional EC choices ?

12%22%

12%

12%

11%

9%

"Lego--"Lego--
to explore the world withto explore the world with

imagination, to nurture hisimagination, to nurture his
creativity."creativity."

"She likes equestrian. There are"She likes equestrian. There are
many racecourses close to where wemany racecourses close to where we

live. It is pretty common for locallive. It is pretty common for local
residents, especially girls, to practiceresidents, especially girls, to practice

equestrian."equestrian."

Toronto Parents Prefer Sports and Diversified Activities.Toronto Parents Prefer Sports and Diversified Activities.

In general, Chinese parents
based in Toronto accentuate

interests and diversity.
meanwhile in shanghai, parents
see extra-curricular as a mean
to manage the future of their

children. Undoubtedly, they are,
and they will, commit to kids at

all expense.

关关于于
我我们们

Chinese Research & Analytics Society (Canada) is a not-for-profit professional organizationChinese Research & Analytics Society (Canada) is a not-for-profit professional organization
founded by a number of Research & Analytics Professionals with Chinese heritage. Thefounded by a number of Research & Analytics Professionals with Chinese heritage. The

organization serves as a community for Research & Analytics professionals with interest in Chineseorganization serves as a community for Research & Analytics professionals with interest in Chinese
market and Chinese community in Canada to network, share, learn from one another and developmarket and Chinese community in Canada to network, share, learn from one another and develop
their career. CRASC is also committed to bridge the information and insights gap about Canadiantheir career. CRASC is also committed to bridge the information and insights gap about Canadian

Chinese, one of the largest ethnic group in Canada.Chinese, one of the largest ethnic group in Canada.

We believe that our organization is best positioned to provide the public, governmentWe believe that our organization is best positioned to provide the public, government
organizations, media, and businesses in Canada and China with an unbiased view of Canadianorganizations, media, and businesses in Canada and China with an unbiased view of Canadian

Chinese, their lifestyle and values, their opinion and appeal.Chinese, their lifestyle and values, their opinion and appeal.

This research was performed soley by CRAS(Canada). All the data collection was completed by LeDiaoCha online surveyThis research was performed soley by CRAS(Canada). All the data collection was completed by LeDiaoCha online survey
platform. The survey was distributed to Shanghai and Toronto parents via WeChat. Survey collection periods started fromplatform. The survey was distributed to Shanghai and Toronto parents via WeChat. Survey collection periods started from
June 2nd to June 12th, 2017 with 284 valid sample collected. CRAS(Canada) has compiled all the data, conducted all theJune 2nd to June 12th, 2017 with 284 valid sample collected. CRAS(Canada) has compiled all the data, conducted all the

analysis and delivered all the results.analysis and delivered all the results.
Special thanks to the "Extra-curricular" project group members: Stan Li, Rex, Xing Xu, Yelu Li, Evelyne HanSpecial thanks to the "Extra-curricular" project group members: Stan Li, Rex, Xing Xu, Yelu Li, Evelyne Han

VSVS
The "Idealistic"

Torontonian
chinese
parents

The "utilitarian"
shanghaiist 

chinese parents

The "always studying" Shanghai kid or the "super busy" Toronto kid, who is happier? 
How do you feel about the two type of parenting style? 

Do you still consider Chinese parents as "Tiger Mom, Eagle Dad"? 
Will you push your kid at all costs to make him or her more competitive in the future?

Let us know!
How do you think about our research? Is it informational and inspiring or is it trite and tedious?

Do you know there is more interesting facts to be mined from our data collected?
Please feel free to leave a message! 

Subscribe to our activity for more insightful analysis on Chinese community in Canada.

ABOUT USABOUT US

RESEARCH METHODRESEARCH METHOD


